
Lecture-3 

MEMORY: 

It is a storage device. It stores program data and the results. 

There are two kind of memories; semiconductor memories & 

magnetic memories. Semiconductor memories are faster, smaller, 

and lighter and consume less power. Semiconductor memories are 

used as the main memory of a computer. Magnetic memories are 

slow but they are cheaper than semiconductor memories. Magnetic 

memories are used as the secondary memories of a computer for 

bulk storage of data and information’s. With the development in 

technology, semiconductor memories are used everywhere.  

Let us see how semiconductor memories are developed. 

 

Development of Memory: 

The smallest unit of information a digital system can store in a 

binary digit which has a logic value of 0 or 1. A bit of data is stored in 

electronics devices called a flip – flop or a 1-bit register. A flip – flop is 

a general memory and has two stable states in which it can remain 

indefinitely as long as the operating power is not interrupted. The 

output can be changed only if the input signals allow for it. A very 

simple type of flip – flop is D- type flip- flop as shown in fig. 
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It has a single data input D and two input, Q and . Output Q 

represents the state of flip- flop;  represent the complement of the 

flip- flop’s state. The logic value at a flip- flop’s D input when a clock 

signal, CLK occurs is stored in the flip- flop. If the store value is equal 

to 1 (Q = 1) the flip – flop is set. If the stored value is equal to 0 (Q = 

0) the flip – flop is clear. 

The logical operation of a D type flip – flop is expressed by the 

characteristic equation Qn+1 = Dn. This equation indicates that the 

output of a D- type flip – flop after the accordance of a clock pulse, 

Qn+1 is equal to the logic value of the D – input before the accordance 

of the clock pulse Dn. But D – type flip-flop differ with regard to the 

praise time at which the clock pulse causes the input data to be 

accepted, the output to change in accordance with the input, and the 

output to be held or latched. 

Two clock pulse or strokes are shown in fig positive clock pulse. 

This signal is logic 0 in its quiescent state, makes a transition to logic 

1 remains at logic 1 momentarily, and then returns to logic 0. The 

leading edge of the pulse is a 0 to 1 or positive transition and the 

trailing edge is a 1 to 0 or negative transition. The clock pulse shown 

is a negative clock pulse, its quiescent value is logic 1 and it makes a 

momentary negative transition to logic 0 followed by a positive 

transition back to logic 1. A positive transition is also referred to as a 

using edge, and a negative transition is also referred as the following 

edge. 

 

 



            

            

            

            

  

An edge triggered D – type flip-flop latches the logic value at 

the D input during the clock pulse’s transition from one logic value to 

the other. The sensitivity of the flip-flop to the transition (edge) of the 

clock is indicated on the flip-flop logic symbol by a dynamic indicator, 

a triangle <, at the clock input. Positive edge triggered flip – flops 

latch on the positive transition of the clock. 

 

 

 

             

              

            

         

 

 

Negative edge triggered Flip-flop/ latch on the negative transition of 

the clock. If the clock pulse of fig (a) is applied to the +ve edge pulse 

triggered flip-flop, the data is latched at the trailing edge of the pulse. 

If the clock pulse of (b) is applied to a +ve edge triggered flip-flop, the 

data is latched at the trailing edge of the pulse. Note that in the edge 

triggered flip-flop, the input is accepted, and the output changes and 

is latched during a single clock transition. 
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A level triggered flip-flop usually referred to simply as a latch 

has a clock input that is sensitive to the level of the clock signal. The 

output of a positive level triggered D flip-flop follows the D input when 

the clock signal is high. When the edge makes a transition from 1 to 

0, the data present at the D input is latched. The output of a negative 

level triggered D flip-flop follows the input. When the clock is logic ‘0’ 

and latches the input on a 0 to 1 transition. Thus for a level triggered 

flip-flop, the output follows the input, when the clock is at the trigger 

level. During this condition the flip-flop is referred to as being the 

input data is latched on the transition from the trigger level to the 

quiescent level. 

            

            

            

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

The D flip-flop shown two additional inputs common to most ICs 

preset & clear. Both the input is active low signals. Preset & clear are 

asynchronous input; they affect the state of the flip-flop independent 

of the clock’s level or transition. Thus preset & clear have over side 

influence on clock & synchronous input. Logic ‘0’ at the clear input 
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clears it for proper operation preset & clear are not absorbed 

simultaneously.  

Examples of latches: 

Typical examples of transparent latches are 74LS373 & the 

Intel 8282 shown in fig. Both are functionally similar; however, they 

are not pin compatible. These octal latches are suitable to latch 8-bit 

data. 

 

Function table: 

Output 
control 

Enable 
G 

Input Output

L H H H 

L H L L 

L L X Q 

H X X Hi 
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Output 
enable 

STB   Input 
DI 

    O/P 

L H       H H 

L    H       L L 

L L        X D type 
latch 

H X       X L 



These devices include eight D latches with tri-state buffers. 

They require two input signals, enable (G) & the output control  for 

the 74LS373 which are synchronous to the stroke ( STB ) & the 

output control (  ) for the 82072. The enable is an active high signal 

connected to the clock signal input of the flip-flop. When this signal 

goes low data are latched from the data bus. When the output control 

is low (active) the data latched is accessible to the display devices. 

m- Bit register:  

 Memory is storage device and it is used to store both 

instructions and data. The smallest unit of information a digital system 

can store is a binary digit which has a logic value of ‘0’ and ‘1’. A bit 

of data is stored in a flip flop. It is general memory cell and has two 

states in which it can remain indefinitely as long as power is not 

interrupted. The output can be changed only if the output signals 

allow for it. D flip flop is the simplest flip flop to store one bit of 

information. To store several bits of data simultaneously, the clock 

inputs of several D flip-flops are connected in parallel to form an m bit 

register (m may be 4, 6 or 8). Such registers store m bits of data D0 to 

Dm-1 under the control of the clock and provide m bits of data output 

Q0 to Qm-1. 

To store m-bits of data simultaneously, the clock input of 

several D- flip-flops are connected in parallel to form an m- bit 

register (m may be 4, 6 or 8). Such register store m bit of data D0 to 

Dm-1 under control of the clock and provide m data outputs O0 to Om-1.  

The act of storing data in a register is a writer operation. Determining 

the value of the content of a register is a read operation. 



 

 

The m- bit of data stored in a register make up a word. A word 

is simply a number of contiguous bits operated upon or considered by 

the hardware as a group. The no of bit in the word m is a word length. 

The m input to the register are provided by an m- bit input data bus 

and the m- output by an m- bit output data bus. A bus is a number of 

signal line grouped together because of similarity of function, which 

connect two or more systems or subsystem. Eight bit register are 

often called octal registers (examples). 

  

 Several equal length registers can be incorporated in a single 

IC and share a common set of inputs, a common set of inputs and a 

single clock such as circuit is referred to as a memory. Each register 

occupies a distinct location, which has a unique numerical address. 

Thus, memory can be thought of as a collection of addressable 

registers. Logic is necessary to decode address inputs to ensure that 

only a single register outputs its contents when data is being read 



from the memory, and only a single register has data stored in it 

when the data is being written into the memory. 

 


